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Abstract
Digital Architectural Representations represent the most fruitful field of research of the last decade.
Digital technologies and the use of internet in architectural representation shows how 3D visualization
combined with storytelling can help to spread scientific knowledge over the web. These new technologies also affect the way of thinking 3D models, how to design them and how to build their related
knowledge with the purpose of future reuse of information and data.
The paper is focused on the analysis of current methodologies and workflows for data modelling in
Architecture to better understand the potential of using standards in the 3D modelling sector with a
focus on cultural and architectural heritage.
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The Complexity of Digital Architectural Representations
Since the ‘90s of the last century, with the advent of computers, information technologies
and computer–aided design (CAD) systems have seen the beginning of the use of digital
models in archaeology and architecture [Boccon–Gibod, Golvin 1990; Frischer 2006;
Reilly 1991]. The use of these three–dimensional models, which I like to define as digital
representations of architecture, poses nowadays, unlike in the past, some questions about
the meaning and the scientific value [Borra 2004; Borghini, Carlani 2011; Dell’Unto et al.
2013] that they assume for diverse target audiences.
In the field of architectural heritage and more specifically in the field of virtual
reconstructions, starting from historical documentation, it seems evident that alongside
geometric modelling, the presence of diverse data and documents prefigure the need
for the definition on an informative model that should assist the geometric modelling
and that should make explicit the series of processes related to the critical interpretation
of data and information available [McCurdy 2010; Apollonio, Giovannini 2015; Brunke
2017]. Different interpretative and cognitive processes can be considered similar to
algorithms “a procedure used to return a solution to a question through a set of well–
defined instructions” [Tedeschi, Andreani 2014]. The difference from the mathematical
algorithm definition is that, in this case, the set of instructions are generally not stated
and that the interpretative algorithm can generate several outputs (diverse hypothetical
reconstructions) starting from the same series of input (knowledge available).
A Three–dimensional model became then, a digital architectural representation of the
n digital representations that can be generated by human processes of interpretation.
Analyzing the type of input of the three–dimensional reconstruction process, we can see
how these interpretative processes are linked to the qualitative and quantitative values of
the available documentation. This type of data and information support both geometric
and informative modelling, considered as two indivisible and inter–related components
of the same process. An example of that is the common practice of using the semantic
architectural structure to digitally create the parts of a 3D model according to logics
proper of the architectural field and to use digital architectural elements as reference
objects to connect additional information [De Luca 2013; Giovannini 2017; Quattrini,
Battini, Mammoli 2018]. A digital architectural representation can be, then, considered as
a visual and graphical expression of an interpretative activity and a constitutive element
of knowledge production. This assumption is valid not only for 3D models but also for
all human objects of production that can be manuscripts, sketches, drawings, maquettes,
etc. These pre–existing data can then be used for information modelling and three–
dimensional modelling enriching diverse Levels of Knowledge (LoK).
Knowledge Representation in Architecture
Applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to Cultural Heritage (CH) have been developed
with a varying fortune to produce innovative tools for documenting, managing, and visiting
cultural heritage. From the representation of cultural history, digital semantic archives,
tools to support visitor’s interpretation, augmented reality and robotics, the application of
AI has been applied to the whole humanistic area. In the Architectural Heritage field, AI
is commonly used for storytelling, restoration analysis and 3D model classification. AI is
also used to develop ontologies [1] to allow computers to perform automated reasoning
about data and information all over the world. Software Engineering, on the other hand,
started to use conceptual modelling as a representation of a system to describe concepts.
Tools for designing and creation of online visualization of data, according to the rules that
govern the web in the past, and more recently the semantic–web cannot avoid the use
of Information modelling to manage and structure data and information. In the case of
digital architectural representations, the text analysis and the source where architecture
is represented in a bi–dimensional way are enriched by three–dimensional information
derived from the digital acquisition or three–dimensional modelling. The recent need
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for interoperable processes that characterize most of the research on documentation
and representation of architectural heritage has emphasized the occurrence of various
approaches. Some studies analyze conceptual modelling to define and reorganize the
information and material available for the comprehensive use of a digital asset. The theme
of processes in digital modelling is useful to trace choices, decisions on three–dimensional
models using visualization codes [De Kramer 2020; Giovannini 2020; Apollonio, Gaiani,
Sun 2013]. Declaring the accuracy or reliability of 3D models [Apollonio et al. 2017;
Bianchini, Nicastro 2018] including those obtained using tools and algorithms (for
example in the case of digital survey or photogrammetric acquisition) is a practice
mostly used in approaches for geomatics and Building Information Modelling applied
to Heritage (H–BIM) [Maiezza 2019; Garagnani 2013; Quattrini, Pierdicca, Morbidoni
2017]. Resource–based 3D modelling considered as interpretative process, differs from
digital acquisition where reality–based data can be considered as formal derivation of the
original object. Both modelling processes are in relation since the 3D reality–based data,
if present, affects the modelling and validation process of the derived resource–based
model. Standards and models for information modelling including conceptual ones have
long been in use in the cultural heritage sector: the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model
(CRM) standard [2], the ISO 21127:2014 also known as CIDOC–CRM , often associated
with the controlled vocabulary of the Getty Institute (AAT) [3], is the most used ones.
Recent trends demonstrate that ontologies and conceptual models are not that different,
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Fig. 1. Conceptual data
modelling overview.
On the top, conceptual
modelling of H–BIM
object classes using
CRMba extension. On
the top–right, resource–
based modelling
processes using CHARM
model. On the bottom–
right a conceptual model
for the reality–based
3D modelling process
using CRMdig extension.
On the left, conceptual
representation of
knowledge in the
Architectural field.
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and that combined can allow standardising the documentation of cultural heritage. In
the archaeological field the Cultural Heritage Abstract Reference Model (CHARM)
[4] is an ontology for cultural heritage expressed in Conceptual Modelling Language
(ConML) [Gonzalez–Perez et al. 2012]. The Extended Matrix (EM) [5] is a visual language
of knowledge representation in the field of virtual reconstructions with a stratigraphic
approach [Demetrescu 2015]. In the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC)
industry, the reference standard is the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data model [6],
a metadata schema capable of describing architectural semantics and making Building
Information Modelling (BIM) models interoperable between different software solutions.
The IFC guarantees the management of geometry but it does not allow the addition of
customized information outside the context of the construction industry. Nevertheless,
some emerging research proposes an IFC classification for architectural heritage asset
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[Diara, Rinaudo 2020] or an architectural heritage semantic 3D documentation for
the reusability of 3D city models [Noardo 2018]. To establish a dialogue between the
architectural field and the cultural heritage assets a recent study proposes a conceptual
model based on the CIDOC–CRM standard to describe a building in its parts, as encoded
by a BIM software using the CIDOC–CRMba extension [7], developed to describe built
archaeology [Parisi, Lo Turco, Giovannini 2019]. With that model, it was possible to
describe the morphological elements that characterize a building but it fails in describing
the link between the geometric parts and their spatial coordinates. The conclusion was
partially acceptable if we think that the CIDOC–CRM was born to describe assets about
museum collections and not about architecture.
Conclusions
Considering the diverse research conducted, the possibility of creating conceptual
models capable of managing three–dimensional data and descriptive metadata on the
documentation of architectural heritage is still missing. The CRM–dig [8], a CIDOC–
CRM extension, is a model capable to manage the complexity of the reality–based data
acquisition, but it does not clarify and explain the relationships between the source used,
the data extracted from it and its use for geometrical modelling. The IFC, on the other
hand, can be used to describe geometric information of BIM or H–BIM models. The
challenge is to create an efficient data model that allows semantic traceability of data.
A novel semantic organization of data is necessary for the development, of platforms,
analysis tools and algorithms able to manage structured data, make queries for different
purposes in complementary disciplinary domains emphasising their combined potential.
There is a need for a common conceptual model that reflects the complexity of the three–
dimensional modelling process. Conceptual modelling should focus on the representation
of architecture in all its forms (drawings, surveys, digital models) and should represent
both digital and physical properties. A conceptual reference model for the digital
representation of architecture (fig. 1) should first identify the architectural evidence, built,
or only represented ones, the parts of which it can be composed and how these can be
digitally represented. The knowledge about an architectural asset is also composed of a
set of resources that also need to be digitized and that contribute to the creation of the
“architectural” digital asset. Then the relationship between digitized resources and three–
dimensional modelling can take place by mapping diverse interpretative and modelling
processes creating different levels of knowledge. The knowledge produced, can then be
used by digital tools able to read the conceptual grammar of the asset: an information
system in which three–dimensional models and historical documentation is collected
and organized. To reuse data, data models are necessary and even if they do not follow
standards, they must at least be stated because this is how computational technologies
and machine can see the human world.
Notes
[1] Ontology is the theory and the Information Model is the application. Information modelling is here intended as “a
representation of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules, and operations to specify data semantics for a chosen domain
of discourse. The advantage of using an information model is that it can provide sharable, stable, and organized structure of
information requirements for the domain context.” [Lee 1999]
[2] The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM). http://www.cidoc-crm.org/ (March 2021)
[3] Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) – Getty Research Institute. https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/ (March
2021)
[4] Cultural Heritage Abstract Reference Model (CHARM) – INCIPIT, CSIC. www.charminfo.org (March 2021)
[5] The Extended Matrix formal language for virtual reconstruction processes. http://osiris.itabc.cnr.it/extendedmatrix/ (March 2021)
[6] Industry Foundation Classes. https://www.buildingsmart.org/standards/bsi-standards/industry-foundation-classes/ (March 2021)
[7] An extension of CIDOC CRM to support buildings archaeology documentation. http://www.cidoc-crm.org/crmba/ (March 2021)
[8] An extension of CIDOC CRM to encode “provenance” of digitization products. http://www.cidoc-crm.org/crmdig/ (March 2021)
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